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Responses to Consultation: “Spectrum Roadmap: Meet the Needs over Next 5 
years” 

1.0 LIRNEasia is working with the Myan ICT for Development Organization (MIDO) in a 
mentoring role to make a grounded and sustainable contribution to good ICT policy and 
regulation in Myanmar.  Both organizations appreciate the opportunity to offer comments 
on the proposed rules.  In this particular instance, because of the highly technical nature of 
the subject matter, the submission has been compiled by LIRNEasia which is a regional 
information and communication technology (ICT) policy and regulation think tank active 
across the Asia Pacific.  It has commented on numerous consultations conducted by National 
Regulatory Agencies in the region.  The contact person for this submission is Professor 
Rohan Samarajiva, Chair of LIRNEasia and former Director General of Telecommunications of 
Sri Lanka (rohan@lirneasia.net; +94 777 352 361).  It was prepared under his supervision by 
Dr Moinul Zaber of the Department of Computer Science and Engineering at the University 
of Dhaka.  Dr Zaber holds a PhD in Engineering and Public Policy from the Carnegie Mellon 
University in the USA.  

2.0 The responses are our views on the specific questions. However, we take this opportunity to 
emphasize some principles that are important to ensure efficient use of the spectrum asset: 
a. Neutrality of Band and Technology  
b. Opportunity to refarm and repurpose already acquired bands 
c. Embedding all auctions and assignments within a pre-announced and credibly 

implemented road map for making spectrum resources available to operators 
d. Use of carefully designed and well timed auctions as allocation method 
e. Formulating a licensing regime that clearly set out conditions for entry to and exit from 

the market 
f. Use of new methods such as harnessing ‘Big Data’ to formulate plans against harmful 

interference 
Our responses to the specific questions below, are based on the above principals.  
 

Question1 (Drivers of the Spectrum Roadmap): 

Q1 (a): Do you agree that these are the primary drivers for the roadmap?  

MCIT includes the following as the key drivers of the spectrum roadmap: 

a. Political, social and economic changes that the ‘modern’ Myanmar is bringing forth. A 
country that was once the laggard in terms of mobile connectivity is now seeing rapid 
growth and 60-70% customers using smartphones.  

b. Rapid advancement of wireless technologies is changing spectrum use. Today’s customers 
are aware of what a well-dimensioned and robust network can offer. This, along with the 
turn towards an “internet of things” with its promise of innovation and competition, would 
only increase the need for more and efficient spectrum connectivity.  
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c. Issues of spectrum harmonization with the bordering countries- including reduction of 
incompatible spectrum use, access to other markets for import and export of service 
equipment, effective sharing of spectrum in the border area.  

d. Improving spectrum services via development of an “appropriate regulatory” institution.  

We do agree with the primary drivers mentioned in the roadmap. However, MCIT may also consider 
the additional drivers mentioned in (b) below. 

Q1 (b): Are there other drivers that should be considered?  

The MCIT could consider spectrum allocation methods in conjunction with formation and design in 
the regulatory organization. It has been shown that there is significant correlation between form of 
the regulatory organization and regulatory decisions. Spectrum management defines the shape of 
the diffusion of wireless technology.1  

The regulatory organization should be able to respond to new spectrum management challenges. 
Traditional command and control mechanisms are coming under ever-increasing pressure to meet 
the future spectrum requirements of both businesses and government, and are giving way to 
market-based or commons approaches.  

MCIT has stated that Myanmar is seeing rapid growth in mobile usage. As mobile call usage is 
essentially taking the form of data usage, regulators should now think of making available spectrum 
that has wider range and better bandwidth. In order to cope with the demand, the regulatory 
organization should make ‘efficient spectrum allocation’ one of the drivers. The framework should 
include allocation via competitive process, sharing of bands, refarming of already allocated bands,  
opening up most efficient and economically profitable bands and other management criteria such as 
duration, amount of bandwidth, exit and entry to the market, spectrum licensing policy, introduction 
of spectrum managers for the privately owned spectrum, etc.  

Question 2: What stakeholder benefits would you hope to see materialize from the creation of the 
new independent regulator?  

Management of radio frequency spectrum by the MCRC should be among the first tasks of an 
independent regulatory organization. However, simply incorporating all the staff of the current PTD 
may not give the best result as it would essentially be the same department with a little bit more 
independence. While some staff should be absorbed, it is important that the MCRC includes fresh 
faces, ideas and skill sets.  If expatriate Myanmarese with regulatory expertise can be attracted, it 
would be optimal.  It is important to ensure that regulatory decisions are made on the basis of the 
best technical and economic knowledge.  For this it will be necessary to create a learning 
organization that is open to new ideas, ensure strong relationships with peer organizations in the 
region so that their experience and knowledge can be leveraged for the benefit of Myanmar and 
make careful use of external consultants so that good practices from outside are carefully adapted 

                                                           
1 Zaber, M. (2013). The impact of bureaucratic structures of the regulatory authorities on diffusion of 

telecommunication technology: a cross-national analysis of the regulatory governance and its impact on VoIP 

regulation, 41st TPRC (Telecommunications Policy Research Conference), George Mason University, Arlington 

VA, U.S.A., September 27-29, 2013; Zaber, M., & Sirbu, M., (2013). “Impact of spectrum management policy on 

the penetration of 3G technology”, Telecommunications Policy, 36(9,) October 2012: 762-782, 

10.1016/j.telpol.2012.06.012. 
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for Myanmar conditions.     

If MCRC remains under the direct supervision of MCIT while the Ministry continues to have 
responsibility for a market player such as MPT it may be difficult for the regulatory agency to earn 
the necessary legitimacy and for other market players to accept its decisions as fair and unbiased.  
One solution is to move MPT out of MCIT and have the Ministry of Finance supervise the 
government-owned company.  If this is done, the relation between MCIT and MCRC will be similar to 
that between the counterpart ministry and IDA (soon to be IMDA) in Singapore.  Singtel, the 
incumbent, is under Temasek, not under the Ministry.  IDA has not hesitated to fine Singtel on 
occasion.2 

The new organization should be able to coordinate with the governmental and commercial 
organizations that hold and desire to acquire spectrum. It should ensure fair spectrum assignment 
and competition, based on up-to-date knowledge. 

Question 3: Do you agree that completing a frequency register is a high priority and beneficial to 
spectrum users?  

We believe that completing a frequency register is beneficial to spectrum users. Maintaining an up-
to-date list of all frequencies assigned and related information is vital to ensure near to optimal 
spectrum use.  In addition, this is one of the principles of good regulatory practice set out in the 
WTO telecommunication services reference paper3 that many countries have committed to and 
which Myanmar must take cognizance of, even if it has not made any telecommunications services 
commitments yet.4 

However, as we foresee spectrum sharing to be a reality and the operators would eventually opt to 
trade in secondary markets (provided that the rules so permit), a register that is not sophisticated 
enough to handle these provisions would be of little use. In addition, the register should be able to 
assist in assigning frequencies and determining future requirements. This register should act as the 
primary instrument for taking effective measures required to find usable frequencies for adaptation 
in the national planning. It should be continually updated. Hence implementation of such a register 
should be well planned and executed.5  
 
Question 4 (Policy): Noting that specific consultations would take place as part of any new policy.  
Q4 (a): Do you agree that it would be beneficial for MCIT/PTD to articulate a spectrum policy that 
establishes a framework providing objectives, procedures and standards and guidelines to manage 
the radio frequency spectrum?  

We believe that articulating spectrum policy that establishes standards and guidelines to reflect 

                                                           
2 Tham, Irene (2014, May 6).  SingTel fined a record $6m for Bukit Panjang exchange fire; OpenNet and CityNet 
also fined, Straits Times.   http://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/singtel-fined-a-record-6m-for-bukit-
panjang-exchange-fire-opennet-and-citynet-also-fined  
3 “The current state of allocated frequency bands will be made publicly available, but detailed identification of 
frequencies allocated for specific government uses is not required.” Article 6 of Reference paper, which forms 
part of Protocol Four of the GATS.  https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/serv_e/telecom_e/tel23_e.htm  
4 Given the reforms that have been implemented, it would be very easy to make commitments under Protocol 
Four.  The benefits in terms of attracting investment are many. 

 5 For an example, see:     http://web.acma.gov.au/pls/radcom/register_search.main_page   
 

http://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/singtel-fined-a-record-6m-for-bukit-panjang-exchange-fire-opennet-and-citynet-also-fined
http://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/singtel-fined-a-record-6m-for-bukit-panjang-exchange-fire-opennet-and-citynet-also-fined
https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/serv_e/telecom_e/tel23_e.htm
http://web.acma.gov.au/pls/radcom/register_search.main_page
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ITU’s WBB master plan will ensure competition. The aspiring players should know from the very 
beginning what they can expect in terms of spectrum. We believe this initiative should reduce 
uncertainty and attract more players. However, this should not undermine the importance of 
specific consultation of any new policy.  

Q4 (b): Do you agree that there needs to be clarification of spectrum policy concerning the roles of 
authorizing ministries when it comes to spectrum for broadcasting?  

Efficient management and assignment of spectrum can only be ensured if the parties in possession 
of the asset or governing the asset work together. In order to ensure that, issues concerning the 
roles of authorizing ministries should be clarified. This is most important in case of spectrum bands 
used for broadcast purposes.  

Based on the premises that spectrum used for broadcasting is scarce and that the ability to 
broadcast confers considerable profit making ability and also is connected to the exertion of political 
influence, it is considered good practice to assign these frequencies using transparent and fair 
means.  However, in many countries, the government gets directly involved in the process by 
controlling the licensing of broadcasters through the Ministry responsible for media.  But broadcast 
licenses must necessarily be issued within the constraints of available spectrum.    

A given frequency channel used for broadcast of one analogue TV service can accommodate from 4 
to 22 digital TV services. Clearly, digital switchover can open up new spectrum in the VHF and UHF 
bands. ASEAN has endorsed DVB family of standards for digital terrestrial televisions.  However, as 
the bands are already occupied for broadcast use, specific formulations and a roadmap should be in 
place to open them up.  

Clear demarcation of responsibilities among the relevant Ministries and MCRC is essential.  Lines of 
communication among the entities must be well established. 

In addition, it will be essential to establish a coordinating mechanism, especially on spectrum 
matters, with the Tatmadaw. 

Question 5 (NTFA): Do you support the changes made by PTD in the recently published and 
updated NTFA?  

We generally agree with the revisions to NTFA that is reflected in 
http://www.mcit.gov.mm/sites/default/files/revisions%20to%20NTFA.pdf.  

However, we have the following observations: 

The 1800 MHz band is one of the most widely used band for 2G/3G and even for 4G. The availability 
of low-cost network equipment and handsets makes it even more valuable. Myanmar should 
consider the band for early commercial use. The bands at the lower-end of the spectrum can cover 
more area than those at the higher-end. If the goal is to have more coverage the operators would 
want to use lower spectrum bands such as 900 MHz.  Contrarily, if capacity is the goal, then the 
operators would want to use higher spectrum bands such as 1800 MHz, which would permit them to 
install more base stations and ensure more capacity to cater to the customer needs. Typically, for 
urban terrain operators prefer higher bands and for rural terrain, where customer density is lower, 
they prefer lower-end bands. This is why it is important for the regulators to give options to the 

http://www.mcit.gov.mm/sites/default/files/revisions%20to%20NTFA.pdf
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operators to have access to both types of bands. The geo-demographical conditions of Myanmar 
(with low average population density and predominantly rural demography) do not support efficient 
operation with only one type of spectrum.  In the cities/towns demand for capacity will grow quickly 
and operators will require more capacity.  This will not be served by limiting them to lower-end 
bands. The proposed NTFA does not ensure efficient use of 1800 band. 

The spectrum band from 698-806 MHz (700 MHz band) is currently not in use for mobile voice or 
mobile broadband. It is mostly used for broadcast. Given the spectral efficiency and coverage, 700 
MHz is one of the most useful spectrum bands, especially for broadband. Many countries are rolling 
out LTE and 4G networks in this band. Given the current very low Internet penetration and rapid 
price reduction of LTE/4G capable dongles, use of 700 MHz for mobile broadband will help to 
achieve rapid penetration. However, as 4G bandwidth requirement varies from 5 to 20 MHz (it is 
more efficient to offer service over 20 MHz bandwidth than over 5 MHz) of contiguous spectrum, 
using 700 MHz as mobile broadband will address future bandwidth needs, as it has about 108 MHz 
of underutilized spectrum. Thus a specific roadmap for reallocating the 700 MHz band for mobile is 
deemed necessary. Also because of digital switchover, large amount of spectrum currently held for 
broadcast purpose will be made redundant.  

 
The 800 MHz band (806-880) consists of 54 MHz suited for mobile use. However, as bands are 
normally assigned for 10-20 years to an operator, this most attractive band should be planned and 
structured in such a way so that it gives the best value for the coming years. The band should not be 
planned for use of any specific technology that is currently used by MPT in the same band. The slot 
sizes should be designed in such a way that if interested the operators will be able to use all the 
future technologies (3G or 4G). Bandwidth requirement for 2G is a few hundred KHz whereas for 3G 
it is 5 MHz.  For 4G it is more than that. The operators who buy the right to use the spectrum should 
be free to trade/swap. This will also make the band more lucrative to the operators as they do not 
want to be locked into an older technology for long time. This means that the government will be 
able to charge more for the bands and earn more revenue. Note that spectral efficiency increases 
drastically with newer technologies. Also 2G worldwide is on the verge of substitution by 3G. In a 
few years with the end of current 2G license agreements operators around the world will want to 
upgrade to 3G.  
 
Spectrum band of (470 to 585 MHz band, UHF band) should be freed for mobile broadband use via 
relocation of current broadcast channels. Currently the channels 14 to 32 of the 470-585 MHz (Ultra 
High Frequency band) are used for broadcasting. Operators using these channels can be migrated to 
VHF band (174- 223 MHz) and can be instructed to phase out analog broadcasting. With analog to 
digital transition, televisions will require considerably lesser amount of spectrum. Myanmar as a 
sparsely populated vast country will enjoy more economic benefit and higher coverage by using VHF 
band for broadcast purposes. The reallocation could be done via spectrum trading or reverse 
auction.  

As a green field, Myanmar has the opportunity to make optimal use of each band. Mechanisms such 
as spectrum trading, spectrum refarming and spectrum reallocation should be adopted. Spectrum 
trading will enable the licensees to trade their unused spectrum with other operators for better use. 
Spectrum refarming will enable the operators to efficiently reuse their already acquired spectrum 
(for example the operators will be able to use 4G technology in the spectrum assigned for 2G). With 
spectrum reallocation the regulators will be able to nullify the present use of specific spectrum 
bands and reassign those for possible mobile broadband use (broadcast to mobile broadband 
transition). 
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Question 6: (Equipment Standards) PTD invites comments concerning the establishment of a 
framework for equipment certification and approval for permitted equipment in Myanmar.  

Establishment of a framework for equipment certification and approval is a daunting task given the 
limited capacity of PTD and lack of institutions in Myanmar for capacity building.  

Because Myanmar is not at this time a major manufacturer of ICT equipment, there is considerable 
merit in placing strong reliance on mutual recognition agreements (MRAs) that have been well 
developed within the context of ASEAN.  An advisory committee may be established to assist.  In 
limited areas where MRAs are ineffective, technical capability may have to be built up.  But this 
should extend beyond an engineer sitting at a desk and perusing applications.   

Question 7 (Spectrum Plans): Spectrum Plans, developed in consultation with industry, are an 
important part for the development of the resource and ensure that all users’ needs are 
considered and the resource is used efficiently.  

Q7 (a): Fixed microwave bands are under intensive pressure, given their use by cellular service 
operators’ backhaul.  

Should detailed plans be created first in these bands? - Yes- No  

Q7(b): If the response to Q7(a) is a ‘No’, what bands should be considered first?  

Yes, detailed plans should be created. Fixed microwave bands are required by the operators to 
ensure backhaul (traditional cellular backhaul happens in 6-38GHz band). With increase in the 
demand for data, the operators are under increasing pressure to deploy more backhaul transmission 
capacity in form of new wireless sites and also by adding more capacity to existing wireless sites.   
The availability of the spectrum in these bands ensure a robust internal infrastructure. Microwave 
radio links can be deployed quickly and regulators around the world do not make it difficult for the 
operators to obtain site and planning permissions, and most significantly microwave installations 
incur lower capex than fiber-based solutions.6 An alternative to the microwave band are E-band or 
the millimeter wave band (mmW) that uses radio frequencies from 71-86 GHz. This band ensures 
high capacity links in urban areas to meet broadband demand. Other bands acquired by the 
operators to be used for various services could be optional for many. This make the microwave 
bands more important than any other band, especially in Myanmar where robust wireless backhaul 
would ensure rapid increase in network coverage. Uncertainty in these bands would be harmful.  

Question 8 (Band plans): Detailed channel plans constitute a fundamental requirement for the 
development of the spectrum. The lack of these band plans has resulted in ad-hoc assignments 
and the need to realign deployed systems. While the PTD is in the process of developing 
formalized band plans, no formalized band plans are currently available. These band plans would 
have to be developed in consultation with stakeholders. Microwave users have provisionally 
adopted ITU band plans.  What bands do you consider to be a priority for band planning?  

In order to ensure robust backhaul the microwave band (6-38GHz band) should be planned. In 
addition, PTD may consider planning E band for their future use.  

                                                           
6 http://www.huawei.com/in/static/HW-206551.pdf  

http://www.huawei.com/in/static/HW-206551.pdf
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Moreover, regulators should consider planning the following bands accordingly. The bands are listed 
in order of importance.  

700 MHz band has about 108 MHz. Broadcast (if any) should be relocated and blocks of spectrum 
should be designed to accommodate new operators with LTE services or mobile broadband services. 
Technology neutrality will make it more lucrative. 
 
850 MHz and 900 MHz 54 MHz of spectrum left for use in this most attractive band (806 to 880 
MHz) should be kept for 3G or 4G based mobile broadband. 80 MHz spectrum in (880 to 960) should 
be kept technology-neutral and slots should be designed to facilitate contiguous assignment.  
 
1700MHz and 1800 MHz These bands are most valuable for mobile broadband use. As 2G can 
coexist with 4G in the same band, the regulators can now use these bands for 2G diffusion.  In the 
future, as customers migrate to smartphones and 2G subscriptions decrease, operators will be able 
to introduce 4G in these bands. Using 1700 or 1800 MHz band should be economically more suitable 
as they require fewer base stations than 2100 or 2300 MHz bands and covers a wider area. Rolling 
out mobile broadband in the 2100 MHz or 2300 MHz bands is economically beneficial in dense urban 
areas. 1700 and 1800 MHz is a better deal for developing countries planning for decent capacity and 
wider coverage. Given Myanmar’s geography and low population density these bands are very 
attractive, if they are technology neutral and trading is permitted.  Slots should be wide enough (at 
least 2x15) for viable mobile broadband use. The present formats are not conducive for any of the 
above. 
 
450 MHz Band should be technology neutral. Spectrum band of (470 to 585 MHz band, UHF band) 
should be freed for mobile broadband use via relocation of current broadcast channels. Currently 
the channels 14 to 32 of the 470-585 MHz (Ultra High Frequency band) are used for broadcasting. 
Operators using these channels can be migrated to VHF band (174- 223 MHz) and can be instructed 
to phase out analog broadcasting. With analog to digital transition, television broadcasting will 
require less spectrum. Myanmar as a sparsely populated vast country will enjoy more economic 
benefit and higher coverage by using VHF band for broadcast purposes. The reallocation could be 
done via spectrum trading or reverse auction. As mobile broadband currently has the highest 
commercial value per MHz of spectrum, this should engender more revenue. According MCIT 
website, at present only about 12 MHz (452-470 MHz) band is allocated for mobile telephony. 
Currently MPT is assigned around 8MHz of 2x3.375 slot-size. This slot size should not be replicated 
for the future aspirers of the band. Slot size, at the minimum should be 2 x 5 MHz with the possibility 
of freeing up spectrum, the slot sizes could be increased up to 10-15 MHz. The result of the 
reallocation will be the availability of a huge chunk of contiguous spectrum band for future use. This 
consequently will increase the value of spectrum in terms of price per MHz  
 

Question 9 (Compliance): We invite comments from stakeholders concerning compliance issues 
that are impacting spectrum use today.  

The regulators should give highest priority to ensure eradication of harmful interference. PTD could 
consider using the spectrum band register – the database containing information on transmitting 
stations such as the name of the licensee, call sign, assigned frequencies, geographic coordinates, 
tower/antenna height and transmitter power. The information will be gathered and should be made 
available publicly so that the operators feel that there is a need for self-regulation. The information 
contained in the database will help avoid or minimize interference before stations/systems are 
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placed in service. This will also help activities related to interference resolution and enforcement.7 

The rapidly evolving technical and market trends in the telecommunications market are challenging 
traditional regulators.  Early wireless mobile telephone systems typically used high power base 
stations on high antenna sites that covered a large area. These are noise limited rather interference-
limited systems. These systems carried conversations, signaling messages using simple analog 
techniques. The end user devices acted as dumb terminals with very limited processing storage and 
user interface capabilities. Contrarily, the modern wireless systems used for voice and data services 
use low power base stations on low antenna sites covering small areas on interference-limited basis. 
The channels are often accessed on a dynamic basis with the devices having considerable amounts 
of digital processing and storage capabilities. Today’s network architectures coupled with high 
mobility and low power of individual end user devices make spectrum monitoring from fixed 
locations difficult. However, opportunities provided by “big data” may be used for interference 
resolution and enforcement.  

Big data techniques accumulate more information on the nature, frequency and severity of 
interference incidents in order to ascertain the significance of the interference threat in a particular 
band of spectrum. For example, interference measurements made by mobile carriers could be 
combined with data in response to complaints to identify various forms of harmful interference from 
unlicensed devices.  

Question 10 (International Activities): In many countries, stakeholders play an important part in 
preparing for, and participating in international spectrum planning conferences. We are interested 
in your views on how Industry might contribute internationally to further the interests of 
spectrum planning and development in Myanmar.  

It is certainly encouraging to find PTD willing to engage the Industry in the spectrum planning and 
development process in Myanmar. A closer partnership between government and nongovernment 
interests would allow policymakers to better define goals and priorities and would lead to more 
effective process. The operators currently in Myanmar include international firms with footprints in 
neighboring countries. Hence these firms may act as source of information regarding various 
technical and economic issues in managing spectrum assets in the neighboring countries. The 
regulators may learn from the operators about issues with band plans, utilization policies, licensing 
procedures and equipment standards in the neighboring countries where these firms or their sister 
firms are operating. This can be very helpful in formulating bilateral or multilateral framework to 
minimize risk of interference in the border area. For example, the operators (MPT, TML and OML) 
may participate in global and regional forums and talk about the interference issues they are facing 
in 900 MHz and 2100MHz bands in Myanmar – Thai border areas. This may initiate an international 
bilateral talk at the operator level that might find a solution to this growing problem.  

The industry may participate in international wireless forums to promote Myanmar’s views and 
expertise—and to protect Myanmar’s interests—in spectrum management.  
The key objectives for engaging in international wireless forums may be to: 

A. Support the adoption of recommendations on systems and services within time frames that 
are realistic and accommodate market needs. 

                                                           
7 For further information please consult: 
https://transition.fcc.gov/bureaus/oet/tac/tacdocs/meeting61014/InterferenceResolution-Enforcement-
Radio-Noise-White-Paper.pdf 

https://transition.fcc.gov/bureaus/oet/tac/tacdocs/meeting61014/InterferenceResolution-Enforcement-Radio-Noise-White-Paper.pdf
https://transition.fcc.gov/bureaus/oet/tac/tacdocs/meeting61014/InterferenceResolution-Enforcement-Radio-Noise-White-Paper.pdf
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B. Support recommendations and studies that facilitate the competitive provision of services 
and the efficient use of the radio spectrum. 

C.  Help find solutions to spectrum management issues in the border areas. 
D.  Promote the development of international radio communications agreements that enhance 

efficient and coordinated access to spectrum and Myanmar’s ability to implement and use 
satellite and other radio systems. 

 

Question 11 (Assignment approaches): Note: Approaches to licensing would be a key element of 
the spectrum policy framework mentioned in Question 3.  

Q11 (a): Does Myanmar have the right balance between the three spectrum assignment 
approaches viz. the traditional approach, the market-based approach and the commons 
approach?  

Myanmar should emphasize more on market based approach to assign spectrum to the ones who 
value it the most.  At present it seems the country is relying on non-market based approach. 
However, when planning to auction frequencies in specific spectrum bands, the regulatory 
organization must handle timing with care. It should have plans on how to manage the spectrum 
before auctions are conducted. Auctions therefore should be embedded within the roadmap. 
Otherwise, it may distort the bidder’s incentives.  If operators are certain when specific frequencies 
will be made available, there would be less likelihood of irrational bidding as seen in some previous 
auctions in other countries. 

Operators would want to participate in auctions when the management formulations clearly 
articulate entry and exit plans, the rules of spectrum lease are technically and economically viable 
and above all the market is ready for more spectrum.  

Myanmar should also contemplate on the prospects of secondary market activities such as sell, trade 
or lease spectrum to a third party. Secondary trading may let the operators find the optimum 
distribution of spectrum and reduce waste of precious radio frequency band. However, the 
secondary spectrum market may take a few years to get established. The regulatory organization 
decide to formulate rules for effective operation of a secondary market in the near future.  

Q11 (b): When demand exceeds supply, do you agree that the default process be market- based, 
with comparative spectrum assignment processes only being used in exceptional cases?  

It has been shown via empirical research that auctions positively impact diffusion of wireless 
diffusion.8 With more customers switching to mobile data use and accessing internet via wireless, 
the demand will remain strong in certain bands until another disruptive technology appears. In this 
technology situation regulators only need to find the most deserving operator who might be able to 
ensure the best use of given spectrum. Researchers have shown time and again, that auctions can 
ensure better outcomes compared to administrative allocation (beauty contest) or any other 
assignment methods. However, as it has been stated earlier, auction design plays a vital role in 
ensuring best use. The formulations should be clear on issues related to entry to and exit from the 
market, price of band should be in congruence with the current market condition, amount of the 

                                                           
8 Zaber, M., Sirbu, M., (2013). “Impact of spectrum management policy on the penetration of 3G technology”, 
Telecommunications Policy, 36(9), October 2012, Pages 762-782. 10.1016/j.telpol.2012.06.012. 
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band leased should be adequate enough for the specific use and above all the auction should be 
conducted within the framework of a credible roadmap.  

 
Question 12 (Redeployment/Refarming): Do you agree that there is a need for a refarming policy 
that would provide guiding principles concerning spectrum recovery and redeployment?  

Technology neutrality of specific spectrum band and provision for refarming would ensure effective 
use of spectrum.  There may be less need for refarming in the future if assignments are technology 
neutral and secondary markets exist.  But in terms of past assignments, especially those made to the 
military and other government entities, refarming will play a critical role.  
 
Assignments of spectrum are not forever. Countries that are technology-takers must realign their 
spectrum assignments periodically. Researchers have found that refarming and repurposing of 
spectrum and technology neutrality ensures positive diffusion of mobile technology.9  Effective 
refarming costs money.  It would be good if auction proceeds can be utilized to compensate users 
whose equipment has been made unusable because of refarming.10 
 
The government should have a specific refarming policy with guidelines concerning spectrum 
redeployment. This would require extensive consultation with all the affected stakeholders. The 
regulators should set out principles and schedule for refarming actions. Clarity in dates and methods 
of refarming should be well publicized and consulted.  
 
Question 13 (850/900 MHz realignment): While the release of 850 and 900 MHz and any associate 
band arrangements would be part of a separate consultation, we invite your preliminary views on 
options presented in figure 11.  

700 MHz. When planning the use of this band PTD must consider technology neutrality and band 
neutrality as in the future the operators should be able to upgrade from 2G to higher generations. 
However, the most important consideration is to avoid repeating the interference problem that is 
happening currently in the 850 MHz and 900 MHz bands.  Currently MPT in the 850 MHz band and 
Ooredoo in the 900 MHz band are reported to be interfering each other's signals (due to overlap of 
850 MHz DL (880-894) with 900 MHz band UL). Although following guard band recommendations of 
the AWG Report 35, may ease this problem but it is not a permanent solution. PTD cannot afford 
recurrence in the 700MHz and 800 MHz bands.   

850 MHz and 900 MHz.  54 MHz of spectrum left for use in this most attractive band (806 to 880 
MHz) should be kept for 3G or 4G based mobile broadband. 80 MHz spectrum in (880 to 960) should 
be kept technology-neutral and slots should be designed to facilitate contiguous assignment. 
However, as bands are normally assigned for 10-20 years to an operator, this most attractive band 
should be planned and structured in such a way so that it gives the best value for the coming years. 
The band should not be planned for use of any specific technology that is currently used by MPT in 
the same band. The slot sizes should be designed in such a way that if interested the operators will 
be able to use all the future technologies (3G or 4G). Bandwidth requirement for 2G is a few 

                                                           
9 ibid 
10 Samarajiva, Rohan (2006). Preconditions for effective deployment of wireless technologies for development 
in the Asia-Pacific, Information Technology and International Development, 3(2): 57-71. 
http://itidjournal.org/itid/article/view/224/94  

http://itidjournal.org/itid/article/view/224/94
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hundred KHz whereas for 3G it is 5 MHz while for 4G it is more than that. The operators who buy the 
right to use the spectrum should be free to trade/swap. This will also make the band more lucrative 
to the operators as they do not want to be locked into an older technology for a long time. This 
means that the government will be able to charge more for the bands and earn more revenue. Note 
that spectral efficiency increases drastically with newer technologies. Also 2G worldwide is on the 
verge of substitution by 3G. In a few years with the end of current 2G license agreements operators 
around the world will want to upgrade to 3G. As a green field, Myanmar has the opportunity to 
simplify the process. 
 
1700MHz and 1800 MHz These bands are most valuable for mobile broadband use. As 2G can 
coexist with 4G in the same band, the regulators can now use these bands for 2G diffusion.  In the 
future, as customers migrate to smartphones and 2G subscriptions decrease, operators will be able 
to introduce 4G in these bands. Using 1700 or 1800 MHz band should be economically more suitable 
as they require fewer base stations than 2100 or 2300 MHz bands and covers a wider area. Rolling 
out mobile broadband in the 2100 MHz or 2300 MHz bands is economically beneficial in dense urban 
areas, mostly in economically solvent nations. 1700 and 1800 MHz is a better deal for developing 
countries planning for decent capacity and wider coverage. Given Myanmar’s geography and low 
population density these bands are very attractive, if they are technology neutral and permit trading.  
Slots should be wide enough (at least 2x15) for viable mobile broadband use. The present formats 
are not conducive for any of the above. 
 
The frequency allocation chart should be revamped to enable use of the newest and economically 
beneficial technologies. Operators will want to use the spectrum bands that have more global 
footprint and allow future upgrades and efficient use. Handsets are now multiband with support 
over 5 bands becoming normal. This gives the opportunity for operators to respond flexibly to 
market demand. Regulators should facilitate the process by ensuring efficient slot design, a 
technology-neutral regime and by permitting trading. Myanmar spectrum design should also 
consider reallocation of broadcast spectrum for mobile voice and mobile broadband use.  

 
Question 14 (Commercial spectrum Release): Note: Figures 14 and 15 above show the bands 
selected for release and as well as the sequence of such release.  

Q14 (a): Please comment whether the targeted bands are the priority bands for release.  

We agree that the targeted bands are the priority bands for release. 

Q14 (b): Please comment on the sequence of the release of the selected bands. 

We do not agree with the PTD on the sequence of the release of the selected band. In our view, 
2600MHz band release should be delayed.  700 MHz band (for greater coverage) and 1800 MHz 
bands (for more bandwidth and better coverage than 2600 MHz) should be given priority. 2600 MHz 
is a high capacity band with limited reach typically preferable for dense urban areas. The argument 
for releasing 2600 MHz is to meet the needs of wireless broadband. However, this action may invite 
some new Wireless broadband providers in the new band and may cater to few solvent individuals in 
the urban area, but will not help diffuse wireless broadband beyond the selected urban zones. 
Myanmar being a developing country, the goal should be finding the best spectrum with coverage 
and capacity. 2600 MHz fails to meet that goal. 1800 MHz is the most potent alternative. Given its 
lucrative bandwidth we presume, auction process of this band will be welcomed by market players 
and new entrants. 1800 MHz coupled with unlicensed Wi-Fi connectivity would be a popular conduit 
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for Wireless Broadband in both the urban and rural space. We would like recommend release of 
broadband (considering only the bands that the PTD are now planning to release) in the following 
manner: 

1800 MHz 2016 Q2 -> 850/900 MHz Optimization 2017 Q1 -> 700 MHz release 2019 Q1-> 2600 MHz 
Q4 2019 

Q14 (c): Please comment on the overall timing of release.  

We believe that the overall time of release needs to be revamped. Our suggestion is given in Q14 (b). 
We argue that, in order to ensure best use the government should wait until they release 2600 MHz 
band. India and Bangladesh released 2600 MHz band via auction around 2005 and still today the 
penetration and use of these bands are minimal in comparison with other bands.  Argument in favor 
of releasing 1800 MHz has been stated above. We believe that optimization of 850/900 MHz band to 
overcome the interference problems among the operators and narrow the gap between the 
incumbent and the new entrants should be second in the line. This will equip the operators with 
both coverage (800MHz) and capacity (1800 MHz) bands.  Following which release of 700 MHz band 
would bring more coverage. We presume by the end of 2019 Myanmar will see economic prosperity 
and considerable amount of Internet and Wireless Broadband users that the PTD will be attract new 
entrants to the auction of 2600 MHz capacity band.  

Question 15 (Spectrum Demand): Is the amount of spectrum proposed for release over the next 5 
years adequate? If not, please provide detailed rationale supporting the need for more 
commercial spectrum in Myanmar. 

Although ITU/R report M. 2290-0 forecasts that the demand for spectrum in 2020 will be between 
1340MHz and 1960 MHz, given the economic, demographic and historical conditions unique to 
Myanmar it seems need for spectrum would be much lower. Our ballpark calculation considering 
various factors shows that the demand will be around 600 MHz at the end of 2020. In our calculation 
we have considered the rudimentary state of network, growth rate of voice and data traffic, and a 
forecast by the PTD of around 38.5 million subscriptions at the end of 2019.  

Question 16 (Fixed bands): (Note: The MCIT/PTD Action Plan (above) includes the creation of an 
industry-led committee for the inter-user coordination of Fixed spectrum.)  

Q16 (a): Do you support the idea of establishing an industry-led committee for the inter-user 
coordination of fixed spectrum?  

Yes, we do.  

Note: According to the same Action Plan, all new policies, standards would be developed in 
consultation with industry:  

Q16 (b): Do you agree that there is a need to establish utilization policies, in consultation with 
industry, to ensure all users are accommodated and establishing minimum technical standards for 
systems in these bands?  

Yes, we agree.  

Q 16 (c): Do you support the need to release a policy and band plan providing for more spectrum 
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in higher bands for short and very short hops?  

Yes, we agree.  

Q16 (d): Do you agree, given limited propagation and possibilities for spectrum with nearby 
systems in the upper bands, that a simplified licensing approach for these bands would be 
appropriate?  

We believe a simplified licensing approach for these bands would be appropriate.  

Question 17 (Land Mobile): Q17 (a): Please comment on the proposed actions planned by 
MCIT/PTD over the next 5 years to:  

 i)  Identify LM spectrum for private and commercial type dispatch systems?   

 ii)  Creation of band plans, possibly following the approach of neighboring countries?   

 iii)  Pursue border agreements? 

We agree with the proposed actions planned by MCIT /PTD, regarding Identification of LM spectrum, 
band plans and pursuing border agreements.  

Q17 (b): Comments are invited on the bands proposed for Land mobile systems. Q 17 (c): What 
other initiative(s) concerning land mobile do you feel should be considered?  

However, we believe that lower frequency bands in the VHF and UHF bands due their more 
favorable propagation, should be preferred for systems serving users in the areas with hills and 
valleys. PTD may consul radio spectrum management plan of IDA Singapore and the Standard Radio 
Spectrum Plans developed by Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission.  
 
Question 18 (License Exempt): Q18 (a): Do you agree with the MCIT/PTD’s action items as 
proposed for a license-exempt framework?  

We agree with the action items proposed.  

Q18 (b): What other action(s) would you propose for consideration as part of a license- exempt 
framework initiative?  

In addition, PTD may consider the developing framework on governing shared band which could be 
used both licensed and unlicensed SRD (Short-Range Devices). Although presently it may seem 
prudent not to mix licensed and unlicensed systems in same frequency band, with new technologies 
coming up there maybe need for shared use in near future.  

Question 19 (Broadcasting): Q19 (a): Do you agree with the above proposed action items? Q19 (b): 
What other broadcast initiative(s) should be considered by the MCIT/PTD?  

We agree with the actions planned. We need to emphasize that the process should be discussed 
thoroughly (extensive consultation) among the stakeholders. In addition, the actions should reflect: 
- Transparency and predictability 
- Level playing field 
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Question 20 (Satellite):  

Q20 (a): (Note: MCIT/PTD is currently pursuing the provision of domestic satellite services.) Do you 
agree that MCIT/PTD should, in consultation with stakeholders, develop a policy and licensing 
guideline for the provision of satellite services in Myanmar?  

We note that “a comprehensive telecommunications strategy includes the provisioning of satellite 
services as part of its communications infrastructure”. We also agree that satellite services, 
especially low and medium earth orbit (LEO/MEO) satellites that satisfactorily address the problem 
of latency, are sometimes the preferable “solution to connect remote areas” to “provide coverage”. 
The technology will be able to accommodate more services in near future, and the usage will grow. 

Unless there are plans to establish master antenna facilities for LEO or MEO satellite systems within 
Myanmar there should be no great urgency in formulating policies.  It is to be emphasized that 
geostationary earth orbit (GEO) satellites are of no value for telecom services in a data-centric 
environment because of high latency.  There may be value in a Myanmar operated GEO satellite for 
broadcast purposes, but the economic viability depends on the prices offered by the satellites that 
are already in place.  There may be a case for using the satellite to speed up the digital switchover.11   

Q20 (b) Please comment on the proposed features of the policy and licensing guideline as set out 
below:  

 i)  Authorization process of foreign satellite service providers.  

Unless there are plans to establish master antenna facilities, satellite systems within Myanmar 
there should be no particular value in issuing authorizations.  There is little to be gained by trying 
to regulate what cannot be regulated.  It is not possible to directly regulate entities outside the 
national jurisdiction.    

ii)  A published list of authorized foreign satellite providers ensuring the operation of their 
systems comply with Myanmar’s table of frequency allocations and spectrum utilization plans 
proposed for all bands.  

Again, the question has to be asked whether the MCRC is capable of enforcing its will over entities 
outside the national jurisdiction.  It is only if such entities operate technical facilities within 
Myanmar that they can be subjected to regulatory authority. 

iii)  Procedure to be used when submitting license applications for fixed earth stations operating 
in any space radio communication service. 

Requires consultation and possibly coordination to ensure non-interference. 

iv)  Procedures for the licensing of operators of satellite news gathering (SNG) earth stations, 
including foreign operators. 

Requires extensive consultation.  If the SNG within Myanmar is directly communicating to a 

                                                           
11 Samarajiva, Rohan (2015 September 10).  SAARC satellite(s):  Looking a gift horse in the mouth.  Daily FT 
http://www.ft.lk/article/468329/SAARC-satellites%E2%80%93Looking-a-gift-horse-in-the-mouth?  

http://www.ft.lk/article/468329/SAARC-satellites%E2%80%93Looking-a-gift-horse-in-the-mouth
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satellite, it would be necessary to ensure power limits are obeyed and interference is not caused.  
But SNGs that use terrestrial links to transmit to facilities within Myanmar and then perhaps 
transmit outside the country through conventional international channels may be subject to a 
lower level of oversight.  

v)  Requirements for the coordination of proposed assignment with other existing domestic 
assignments. 

 Requires extensive consultation. 

Q20 (c): What other considerations should be factored into a policy and licensing procedure for 
satellite services?  

The most important understanding has be about what regulation and policy can and cannot do.  The 
authority of the MCIT and MCRC rests on licenses issued to “systems” fully located within Myanmar.  
Theoretically, it may be possible to assert authority over, for example, the SEA-ME-WE 3 consortium 
cable.  But this is futile in practice.  It is more productive to eschew authority over this supra-national 
systems and focus attention on what is within Myanmar territory and what can realistically be 
brought within the jurisdiction of the regulatory agency.  For example, submarine cables do not 
supply their services directly to Myanmar citizens; they supply inputs to Myanmar operators who 
use them to provide services to their customers.  Therefore, the logical course of action is to impose 
obligations on the licensed operators with regard to their input suppliers (be they cable consortia or 
satellite companies).  This should be limited to certifications that ITU recommendations are being 
followed.  It is only when a master antenna station or uplink facilities of a satellite system is located 
within Myanmar that greater oversight, re signal strength and non-interference, should be exercised.       

  

 

 

 


